GREENWICH 4
CLAPTON 3

Greenwich edged out Clapton in a see-saw, low scoring encounter at the Greenwich Town Social
Club.

Scott Mulgrew (18.25)

2-4

John Badger (19.36)

Clapton took the opening point. Badger held in a scrappy opener before breaking to double the
advantage. Mulgrew then answered in kind, immediately breaking back and the levelling in the
fourth. The fifth leg saw Badger regain the lead with a 92 finish, and more solid scoring in the next
saw him go on to take the win.

Johnny Stefano (20.45)

4-0

Tony Johnson (18.05)

The hosts then grabbed the initiative, reeling off three straight wins. The first was achieved in the
minimum four legs. Stefano started better, and was able to have a few darts at the double without
allowing Johnson any before finally nailing the game shot. More assured play left Johnson three
down, and he couldn’t avoid the whitewash as Stefano cantered to the win.

Jamie Peetoom (25.44)

4-2

Paul Wright (22.55)

Greenwich got their noses in front in the third contest. Peetoom started on the front foot, regularly
finding the trebles with ease. A break in leg one was backed up with a 63 take out in the next. A
maximum in the third wasn’t enough, Wright hitting a 56 to get off the mark. From there, the game
went with throw. Peetoom continued to hit the big scores and completed the job in the sixth.

Andrew Culling (23.58)

4-0

Paul Hart (19.92)

Culling produced his best performance in Super League with a clinical display. A good opening leg
got him on the front foot. Hart was then broken in the second. Culling then went one away with a 72
finish and was equally as dominant in the fourth as Hart was unable to avoid the whitewash and
leave Greenwich a solitary point away from the overall win.

Gary Holt (19.28)

2-4

Paul Nurden (20.63)

The visitors then hit back, with two wins that would leave the result in doubt until the last match of
the session.. Nurden put himself well in control, his steadier scoring saw him take the forst three legs
of the contest. Holt did hit a maximum at the back end of leg three, and took legs four and five
although in each Nurden had chances to end the game. The comeback attempt continued into the
sixth, but Holt couldn’t take it into a seventh as Clapton drew to within a point.

Luke Pelling (19.10)

1-4

John Sinclair (19.02)

The penultimate game was all about the finishing. Pelling had his woes on the outer ring, and was
punished for his misses as Sinclair took the first three legs. Pelling did get one back in the fourth, but
the doubles troubles returned in a drawn out fifth leg which went to the Clapton thrower.

Chris Holt (23.94)

4-3

Paul Hackett (21.52)

The finale went the full seven leg distance. Hackett drew first blood, but a 92 checkout in the second
from Holt squared it up. He then broke to nip into a two one lead, but the pendulum shifted once
more as Hackett broke straight back in leg four and then took the fifth to put Clapton in the edge of
victory. Holt took it into a decider, and then grabbed the win in emphatic fashion with a brilliant 114
checkout.
Greenwich are level with Chadwell Heath for fourth, and the two teams square off at the Heath next
week. Clapton return to home turf and entertain bottom side Southwark.

